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This comment is submitted in response to the European Commission’s (EC’s)
public consultation on the Regulatory Environment for Platforms, Online Intermediaries,
Data, Cloud Computing, and the Collaborative Economy (the Consultation). We
appreciate the opportunity to comment and commend the EC for its commitment to
transparency. We submit this comment based upon our extensive experience and
expertise in antitrust law, regulation, privacy, and economics.1
This comment, which is submitted in conjunction with our response to the EC’s
online survey, addresses: (1) concerns that the EC’s survey methodology and design is
not conducive to generating reliable and policy-relevant data; (2) the economic analysis
of platforms and multi-sided markets; (3) the dangers to competition and consumers of
new ex ante regulation designed to regulate platforms, as opposed to relying upon
existing European competition and consumer protection laws to address any potential
anticompetitive effects or consumer harm arising from conduct by platform owners; and
(4) the economic analysis of privacy and data security and its implications for new
regulation.2
I. Concerns That the EC’s Survey Methodology and Design is Not Conducive to
Generating Reliable and Policy-Relevant Data
The usefulness of the information obtained from a survey, as with any scientific
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research, depends on the quality of the research design underlying the survey. As
explained below, there are several problems with the EC’s survey, including its use of
“yes/no” questions, a self-select Internet survey approach (with its inherent selection
bias), closed-ended questions that do not provide an exhaustive list of response options,
and ambiguous and potentially prejudicial questions.
Several common flaws in survey design limit the value of survey results for
policy-relevant research; these include flaws in defining the relevant target population,
identifying an appropriate sampling framework, and a failure to ask questions that
objectively assess opinions on the relevant issues.3 In addition, online surveys in
particular have limitations, including potential problems with the representativeness of
the respondents as a sample of the target population.4 For example, with self-selected
Internet surveys, such as the EC’s, “participants are very likely to self-select on the basis
of the nature of the topic. These self-selected pseudosurveys resemble reader polls
published in magazines and do not meet standard criteria for legitimate surveys
admissible in [U.S.] courts.”5 Even when there are a large number or respondents, the
size of the sample cannot cure the likely participation bias in such voluntary polls.6
There is also a growing body of research indicating that the format of the survey can
significantly affect the quality of survey responses.7 Lastly, a survey designed to test a
causal proposition should include an appropriate control group or question.8
The U.S. Federal Judiciary’s Reference Manual on Scientific Evidence explains
that survey questions must be framed in a manner that is clear, precise, and unbiased.9
For example, some respondents may have no opinion on a particular question and thus it
is important to include options for respondents such as “don’t know” or “no opinion.” By
signaling to the respondent that it is appropriate not to have an opinion, the question
3
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reduces the demand for an answer and, as a result, the inclination to hazard a guess just to
comply. Failure to do so can result in significant distortions in survey results. “Studies
indicate that, although the relative distribution of the respondents selecting the listed
choices is unlikely to change dramatically, presentation of an explicit “don’t know” or
“no opinion” alternative commonly leads to a 20-25% increase in the proportion of
respondents selecting that response.”10 In the EC’s survey, some of the questions include
such options, but many questions do not.
Open-ended and closed-ended questions may also elicit very different responses.11
Open-ended questions give respondents fewer hints about expected or preferred answers,
and pre-coded responses on a closed-ended question (i.e., when the possible answers are
defined in advance and given a corresponding number or letter code) may direct the
respondent away from or toward a particular response. Furthermore, “[i]f the respondent
is asked to choose one response from among several choices, the response chosen will be
meaningful only if the list of choices is exhaustive . . . . If the list of possible choices is
incomplete, a respondent may be forced to choose one that does not express his or her
opinion.”12
One particular form of closed-ended question that typically produces some
distortion in results is the yes/no question, which is the form of many of the questions in
the EC’s survey. “‘The tendency to endorse any assertion made in a question, regardless
of its content,’ is a systematic source of bias that has produced an inflation effect of 10%
across a number of studies.”13 Only when control groups or control questions are added
to the survey design can this question format provide reasonably reliable responses.14
Some of the problematic questions in the EC’s survey include:
•

A question on online platforms that asks how problems faced by consumers or
suppliers when dealing with online platforms can be addressed, and then provides
the following response options: “market dynamics”/“regulatory measures”/“selfregulatory,”/“a combination of the above.” The fourth response option is unclear
and therefore unlikely to yield meaningful responses. Any particular respondent
choosing the fourth response may favor a combination of the first and second,
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first and third, second and third, or first, second, and third options.
•

The questions on the transparency of online platforms ask whether respondents
think online platforms should “ensure . . . more transparency” in relation to
information required by consumer law, information in response to a search query
by the user, information on who the supplier is, and/or “information to discourage
misleading marketing by professional suppliers.” These questions are not likely
to yield meaningful responses because, among other things, they do not include
any reference to the value consumers place on additional transparency, whether
and how much consumers might be willing to pay for additional information, or
the likely costs to consumers of requiring platforms to provide these additional
benefits.

•

One question on the transparency of online platforms asks respondents to
“[p]lease explain how the transparency of reputation systems and other trust
mechanisms could be improved?” The question assumes, without asking whether,
the respondent believes such services are in need of improvement.

•

One question on the ability of consumers and traders to move from one platform
to another asks, “[s]hould there be a mandatory requirement allowing nonpersonal data to be easily extracted and moved between comparable online
services? Yes/No.” As with the numerous other questions in the survey that do
not offer a “don’t know” or “no opinion” option, this question is likely to bias the
responses by, among other things, demanding an answer and, as a result,
encouraging the respondent to hazard a guess in order to comply. For example, a
respondent may want to select “don’t know” because he requires additional
information, such as the costs and benefits of the requirement in question.

•

One question on data access and transfer asks, “[i]n order to ensure the free flow
of data within the European Union, in your opinion, regulating access to, transfer
and the use of non-personal data at European level is: Necessary/Not Necessary.”
For the reasons set forth immediately above, this question is also likely to bias the
responses of persons who have a more nuanced view.

II. The Economics of Platforms and Multi-Sided Markets
To better understand the economic impact of the regulation of platforms,
regulators need to recognize the complexities of and relationships between various
entities affecting their operation, success, and ultimate viability. An important economic
feature of these complexities and interdependencies is that even relatively small changes
can hinder the efficient operation of platforms and negatively affect innovation.15
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that the revenue gain from charging for access would not compensate for the loss from
lower ad revenue.23
Similarly, when a platform implements a design change, it affects demand across
the entire platform.24 Suppose a platform introduces a design feature—for example,
fingerprint technology to “verify” purchases—that reduces overall transaction costs. The
design change makes the platform company better off while also increasing consumer
welfare through improving the user experience and increasing market output through
greater app purchases. One fundamental insight from basic platform economics—and in
particular, interdependent demand—is that consumer welfare depends upon aggregating
effects across different sides of the platform. The critical point is that, when a product
design change is made, the benefits and costs of the change are felt throughout the entire
platform.25 Focusing on only a certain segment of the platform, e.g., disregarding the
inherent complementarity between Apple’s hardware sales and its operating system
design, ignores the various relationships, how the platform monetizes its services, and
how these interactions ultimately affect consumers.
In contrast, firms making pricing and design decisions in nonplatform markets
generally need not consider differential impacts of those decisions on various market
participants.26 Below-cost pricing of a tractor, for example, cannot be offset through
increased participation from the tractor’s input suppliers, as this idea is effectively
meaningless in a nonplatform setting. Thus, when a tractor manufacturer makes pricing
or product design decisions, including disclosure decisions, it bases those decisions solely
upon its own input costs and the direct effect on its consumers.
The economics of platforms and multi-sided markets implies that application of
many of the standard regulatory principles applied in the nonplatform setting are likely to
lead to perverse results. Indeed, “[t]he economic literature that has developed since 2000
shows robustly that many results derived from models of one-sided businesses generally
do not apply to multi-sided platforms that serve different interdependent customer
groups.”27
For example, the existence of demand interdependencies in multi-sided platforms
affects commonly used approaches to assessing market power.28 It is worth noting that
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there has been a movement in the United States away from focusing upon market
definition and market power to infer competitive effects. In particular, the agencies
increasingly have shifted their focus to a direct assessment of incentives and competitive
effects, as evidenced by the 2010 Horizontal Merger Guidelines, and away from using
market shares to predict whether a firm has market power or is likely to increase prices.
This is no difference for multi-sided markets. However, multi-sided platforms do raise
additional issues. As David Evans and Richard Schmalensee explain:
[I]t is not always clear how to compute “share” for multi-sided firms.
Consider a software platform. One of the main “products” that software
developers get from the platform is access to users; one of the main
“products” that users get is the access to software developers. One could
compare shares of each sides across platforms and then make a judgment
about market power based on looking at the shares for both sides, but there
is no reason to expect those shares to be equal.29
In addition, multi-sided platforms often provide one of their products free of
charge or at a subsidized price, which would make it impossible to calculate a valuebased market share, as is ordinarily recommended, since the price does not reflect the
value received by the user.30
Several authors have warned against basing judgments about market power on
analysis of only a single side of a multi-sided platform.31 It is empirically common for
platforms to have prices that are significantly above marginal cost on one side and at or
below marginal cost on the other side.32 A platform could have a monopoly in which it
earns significantly more than a competitive rate of return yet price at or below marginal
cost on the other side of the platform. Examining price on that side alone would result in
a false negative test result for market power. Conversely, a platform could earn only a
competitive rate of return even while pricing significantly above marginal cost on one
side. Examining price on that side alone would result in a false positive test result for
market power.33
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Another example involves market definition, namely the consequences of
applying analytical tools that were developed for single-sided firms to defining a product
offered on one side of a multi-sided platform. For instance, David Evans and Michael
Noel demonstrated that the failure to consider positive feedback effects in demand can
result in significantly overstating or understating the breadth of the market, depending on
the analytical approach.34
Consider the case of a merger between two symmetric MSPs [multi-sided
platforms] that serve the same customer groups A and B. To define the
market an analyst proceeds by starting with the merger of the products that
serve demand for, say, side A because that is the focus of the competition
concern. The set of products is expanded until a hypothetical monopolist
over that set of products could raise price by, say, five percent or more on
each of those products. That set of products then defines the market for
analysis.
However, by ignoring side B the analyst fails to consider that the
hypothetical price increase reduces the number of side A customers
available to side B, which thereby reduces the prices that side B customers
will pay, and furthermore reduces the number of side B customers
available to side A, which in turn reduces the prices that side A customers
will pay. The link between sides A and B reduces the profitability of any
price increase. Therefore, the market would be drawn too narrowly and
estimates of market concentration too high, because the standard approach
fails to consider the tempering effects on price coming from the other side.
...
The mistake though is more profound. . . . Failure to consider those multisided relationships can result in Type I and Type II errors.35
Other examples involve mergers and exclusionary conduct. Economists have
developed a variety of analytical tools and models to help analyze whether mergers and
particular business practices are likely to harm consumers, and the results of these
analytical tools and models change when the assumptions used change.36 With respect to
exclusionary conduct in particular, most of the theoretical models used in antitrust
analysis assume, explicitly or implicitly, that the businesses considered are single-sided.
A relatively small number of authors have extended some of these models to the multisided platform context. David Evans & Richard Schmalensee surveyed this work and
34
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found that, overall, the work to date shows “that one-sided results generally do not apply
to multi-sided firms.”37
Lastly, when it comes to efficiencies, the main takeaway is that by increasing
demand on one side a platform can increase its value to agents on the other sides through
indirect network externalities, which “is a real social benefit, and the platform is unlikely
to be able to capture it all.”38 Furthermore, a platform could increase overall consumer
welfare if it increased the value it delivered by more than it increased the prices it
charged. In evaluating changes, regulators should consider overall consumer welfare as
opposed to focusing solely on losses to one group of consumers while ignoring gains by
another group.39
III. The Dangers of Ex Post Regulation and the Benefits of Relying on Existing
European Competition and Consumer Protection Laws
Creating ex ante regulation to prevent undesirable conduct by platforms risks
sacrificing the efficiencies and other benefits of platforms by imposing potentially rigid
rules that lack the flexibility of existing European competition and consumer protection
laws. One of the main benefits of relying on existing competition and consumer
protection laws is that they proceed primarily through fact-specific case-by-case analyses,
which are more likely to maximize consumer welfare than are ex ante regulations.
In discussing this topic, it is worthwhile to consider generally the economics of
regulation, including the theoretical basis for economic regulation, and the problems of
regulatory capture and of “public choice,” as explained below.
The theoretical basis for economic regulation rests on the idea that regulation may
serve to improve the allocation of resources in a particular industry compared to the
outcome in the absence of regulation. Successful identification of a market imperfection,
or an allocation that differs from the “first-best” allocation of resources under ideal
conditions, is a necessary but not a sufficient condition to justify regulation on economic
grounds. Once a potential market imperfection has been identified, the proposed
regulatory solution must itself survive a rigorous economic cost-benefit analysis, one that
factors in the potential for imperfect regulation and unintended consequences as well as
the effect of alternative solutions based on private ordering.40 Evaluating the costs and
37
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benefits of regulatory alternatives requires a solid understanding of the market
imperfection to be solved as well as mechanisms used by market participants to mitigate
the effects of those imperfections.
In general, the economic literature on regulation has focused on three primary
sources of market imperfections: externalities, asymmetric information, and
monopolization.
An externality occurs when the parties to a market transaction do not internalize
all the costs and benefits associated with their transaction. In other words, an externality
occurs when the activities of one party impose uncompensated benefits or costs on other
parties. When negative externalities are present, a free market results in overproduction.
When positive externalities are present, a free market results in underproduction. As
such, there may be some rational economic basis for government intervention to
encourage certain behavior or transactions. Of course, while spillover effects of
economic activity are ubiquitous in the modern economy, most do not require any sort of
regulation, either because they do not generate externalities when private actors can
internalize the externalities at relatively low cost or, even if they cannot, because the cost
of regulation would exceed the social cost imposed by the externality.41
A second source of market imperfections involves the existence of asymmetric
information. For example, market imperfections may arise because sellers have more
information than buyers. The efficient level of information is not necessarily perfect or
“total” information because information is costly to supply. In markets for goods and
services, market imperfections associated with inadequate or asymmetric information are
often handled without government intervention, for example, through firms’ strategies to
credibly signal information to consumers, the rise of review sites that collect information
about the quality of goods and service, and firms own investments in reputation.
Consumer protection laws also generally prohibit deceptive statements and omissions that
induce transactions that would not have occurred in the absence of market imperfection.
The third source of market imperfection involves monopoly power. Although a
firm’s acquisition of monopoly power is often temporary because new firms enter the
market over time, reducing the incumbent’s power, economic welfare nevertheless
suffers when a firm or firms exercise market power and increase the market price beyond
what they would obtain in a competitive market. Competition laws prohibit the unlawful
acquisition of market power that harms competition, and are sufficient to address any
harms associated with monopoly power (or abuse of a dominant market position).
In general, none of the market imperfections described above appear to exist in
the platform sector. Instead, this sector appears to be characterized by a wealth of
competitive high-tech markets and platforms, with a plethora of new entry and
innovation, all signs of competitive markets. Thus, the necessary condition needed to
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justify regulation is generally absent. Moreover, we argue below that the imposition of
regulation is likely to make things worse for at least two reasons.
The first reason is that an ex ante system of regulation for complicated platform
markets is likely to harm competition and consumers by chilling procompetitive and
otherwise beneficial conduct. Relying on existing European competition and consumer
protection laws can solve this problem because they serve to identify problematic conduct
on a case-by-case basis, and their analysis is sufficiently flexible to take into
consideration the unique characteristics and the economics of platform markets.
Any legal framework that seeks to maximize consumer welfare must include an
assessment of: (1) the probability that its application will result in errors, either false
positives in which arrangements that benefit consumers are prohibited, or false negatives
in which arrangements that harm consumers are allowed; and (2) the administrative costs
of implementing the system.42 A framework that focuses upon minimizing the social
costs of false positives, false negatives, and administrative costs is most likely to generate
the highest rate of return for consumers.
The second reason to be concerned involves public choice concerns. In other
words, in the context of potentially disruptive forms of competition through new
technologies or business models (which can spur economic growth and generate
enormous benefits to consumers), we should generally be skeptical of regulatory efforts
that have the effect of favoring incumbent industry participants.43
In general, incumbent firms (such as taxicab companies) can respond to disruptive
forms of competition from a new market entrant (such as Uber) in one of three ways: (1)
compete on the merits, i.e., on price, quality, efficiency in operations, further innovation,
and so on; (2) engage in exclusionary conduct that raises the entrant’s cost of competing
in the marketplace in order to stave off the new competition and maintain the
incumbent’s monopoly power; and (3) attempt to raise rivals’ costs by influencing the
42
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public sector, for example, by influencing lawmakers and regulators to act in ways that
inhibit new competition in the marketplace.44
In general, the threat to competition posed by attempts to use public restraints to
raise rivals’ costs and harm competition are more pernicious than their private sector
counterparts because this form of rent-seeking does not have offsetting procompetitive
virtues, and regulations that distort (or even destroy) competition are more insulated from
market forces that would otherwise protect consumers.45 Pubic choice economists main
observation is that “[r]egulation is likely to be biased toward benefitting interest groups
that are better organized . . . and gain more from favorable legislation[, and] is likely to
benefit small interest groups with strongly felt preferences at the cost of large interest
groups with weakly felt preferences.”46
Public choice and regulatory economics provide insights into the causes of the
observed fact that regulation often favors producers rather than consumers. Public choice
economics, regulatory economics, and the history of regulation in the United States also
offer many lessens to the modern regulator. First, absent a significant and identifiable
market imperfection, there is no valid basis for an economic regulation. Second, an
identifiable market imperfection is a necessary, but not sufficient basis for economic
regulation. Other solutions, including private ordering or reliance on existing and more
flexible laws, may be preferred options. Third, there should be a strong but rebuttable
presumption against regulation favoring incumbents over new entrants or accepting
invitations from disgruntled firms to have the competition agencies sue their rivals.
IV. The Economic Analysis of Privacy and Data Security and Its Implications for
New Regulation
A central feature of many online platforms is the collection and use of consumer
data. For example, some platforms request personal information to use their services,
fulfill orders, keep track of consumer inputs, or track browsing and purchasing behavior.
These data are used to target advertisements and to customize content. More recently,
with the rise of “big data,” algorithms also are using large and diverse datasets of
consumer information to predict propensities. These practices all create benefits for
consumers, but also can give rise to privacy concerns. This section discusses the role of
economics in the analysis of these tradeoffs, as well as concerns over the use of big data
to engage in differential pricing.
A. Benefit-Cost Framework
As a threshold matter, it is important to note that online platforms (and other
actors in the online ecosystem) do not directly benefit from the collection of consumer
44
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data. Rather, these data can be monetized only when they are used to provide something
of value.47 For example, richer online profiles mean that consumers receive more
relevant offers, which are more likely to lead to a value-creating exchange.48 Further, as
online platforms learn more about their customers, they can personalize content
accordingly (e.g., book or movie suggestions, or geographically relevant information)
again providing value by making experiences quicker and more seamless. The value
consumers derive from these activities is likely to vary; some may derive great value
from algorithmic recommendations or targeted ads, while other do not.
The collection and use of personal data creates benefits, but also implicates
privacy. Although there are many different definitions and views of privacy, a core
element of privacy as it relates to online platforms is the ability to control the amount of
personal information that is available to others.49 Privacy clearly is something of value to
most consumers. But this value varies across the population and with context. For
example, some people feel no intrusions from collection of their online browsing habits,
while others do. The same people who care little about online tracking, however, may
derive great value from keeping details about their health conditions, real time location,
or children private.
As the discussion above suggests, there is an inherent tradeoff when regulating
data flows. Some segments of the population may derive privacy benefits, but retarding
firms’ ability to collect and use data also results in fewer transactions and a lower quality
platform experience, both of which lower consumer welfare. What is more, in light of
the recent advent of the “Internet of things” and of big data, restrictions on the collection
and use of data can deprive society of benefits outside of the commercial sphere, such as
discovering more effective medical treatments, policing strategies, or farming
techniques.50 Accordingly, regulators should employ a benefit-cost framework focused
on consumer welfare, and rooted in economic analysis, to guide privacy policy. Such an
approach would minimize the ability of regulators to rely on their own subjective notions
of privacy, which will increase predictability for businesses and also reduce the gains
from—and hence wasteful expenditures on—rent seeking.51 Further, a focus on
consumer welfare will help regulators avoid policies that, although facially appealing,
would be detrimental to consumers. There is widespread agreement that the adoption of
an economically-grounded consumer welfare standard in competition law has been
47
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extremely beneficial to consumers.52 A consumer welfare approach to privacy
regulation—in contrast to the current approach, which too often relies on surveys,
anecdotes, and hypotheticals—similarly would provide benefits to consumers..
In this vein, regulators should avoid relying on survey data (“stated preference”)
and instead focus to the extent possible on actual tradeoffs made by consumers (“revealed
preference”). For example, survey data show that consumers care about privacy, yet
revealed preferences suggest their stated concerns may be exaggerated.53 For example,
consumers increasingly participate in online activities that reveal personal data to known
and unknown third parties—the percentage on online adults engaging in social media
rose from 8 percent in 2005 to 72 percent in 2013,54 and the health tracking market has
exploded in recent years.55 Although marketplace options exist for those who are
privacy-sensitive, we see very meager use of these tools; few bother to opt-out of online
tracking or adopt privacy-protecting technology, like the TOR browser or searching via
Duck, Duck, Go!56 And the health tracking market has exploded in recent years.57
Indeed, a recent survey of the privacy literature concludes that the adoption of privacy
enhancing technologies has lagged substantially behind the use of information sharing
technologies.58 Researchers who have attempted to measure revealed preferences tend to
find that consumers would be willing to accept small discounts and purchase
recommendations in exchange for personal data,59 and that they exhibit little willingness
52
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to pay to for protection from telemarketers.60 For example, one study finds that
consumers are willing to pay only $1-$4 for a hypothetical smartphone app that conceals
location, contacts, text content, or browser history from third-party collectors.61 Recent
work, moreover, suggests that people are more concerned about privacy with respect to
proximate observation by individuals than distant observation by computers.62
Thus, although consumers tell survey-takers that they are concerned about
privacy, consumers’ marketplace behavior suggests that their concerns are not sufficient
to slow the adoption of services that rely on the collection and use of their data.
Consequently, regulatory responses that fail to consider revealed preference, and instead
rely on hypotheticals or survey data, i.e., stated preference, may unnecessarily restrict
beneficial uses of consumer data.
B. Differential Pricing
Much recent discussion in privacy policy has focused on big data, the general
catchall term for the analysis of enormous datasets to tease out correlations and
relationships that could not be seen with small data sets.63 Big data stands to provide
tremendous marketplace benefits by reducing asymmetric information; problems of
“adverse selection” and “moral hazard” impose real costs on the economy.64 One area of
specific interest has been the use of big data to engage in differential pricing, or what is
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also referred to as differential pricing.65 As discussed in detail below, economic analysis
suggests that restrictions on the ability of firms to use big data to tailor consumer prices
are likely to reduce welfare.
Differential pricing comes in three varieties: first-, second-, and third-degree.
First-degree differential pricing is often referred to as “perfect” differential pricing, as it
involves a firm charging each consumer his or her exact willingness to pay. Given the
large data demands of engaging in first-degree discrimination, firms instead rely chiefly
on less fine market segmentations, either by allowing consumers to self-select based on
non-linear pricing schemes or product attributes (second-degree), or by segmenting
markets using observable characteristics, such as age, as proxies for willingness to pay
(third-degree).
First-degree differential pricing unambiguously increases total welfare because it
expands output; consumers whose willingness to pay fell below the uniform price, but
above the marginal cost of production, were priced out of the market but are able to
participate at lower prices.66 Although the welfare effects of second- and third-degree
differential pricing are indeterminate theoretically, empirical evidence suggests that their
use can be welfare-enhancing.67 The U.S. antitrust authorities have taken the position
that differential pricing is unlikely to pose a threat to consumer welfare. For example,
neither the Federal Trade Commission nor the Department of Justice’s Antitrust Division
(DOJ) has challenged differential pricing in decades,68 and the DOJ sided with the
defendant in the most recent antitrust case heard by the Supreme Court that concerned
differential pricing, arguing that a ban on differential pricing was likely to harm
competition.69 Indeed, the bi-partisan Antitrust Modernization Commission concluded
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that the U.S. law prohibiting differential pricing (the Robinson-Patman Act) should be
repealed because it could not be reconciled “with the basic purpose of antitrust laws to
protect competition and consumer welfare.”70
When considering regulation of the ability of firms to use consumer data to
charge consumers different prices, four points deserve consideration. First, to the extent
that big data-driven differential pricing allows firms to dispense with crude proxies for
willingness to pay—age, income, purchase of complementary goods etc.—for more
granular targeted pricing, we begin to move toward a world of first-degree differential
pricing, which, as discussed above, unambiguously expands the number of consumers
who can participate in the market.71
Second, there are likely to be improvements in income distribution from more
granular dynamic pricing. If a firm can segment markets, optimal pricing requires the
market with the most elastic demand to pay the lowest prices.72 Because price elasticity
of demand is a negative function of income, a firm that segments its market into rich and
poor consumers would charge a higher price to the former and lower one to the latter.73
Indeed, one of the few public attempts at dynamic pricing involved Orbitz placing higherpriced hotels more prominently in search results for Mac users under the assumption that
Mac users typically are wealthier than PC users.74
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Finally, it is important to note that differential pricing does not occur in a vacuum.
Although firms rationally may seek to extract as much surplus as they can from
consumers, they are limited in this quest by the fact that in most markets several other
firms are trying to accomplish the same thing. To the extent that big data allows firms in
a market to target their rivals’ customers, it can intensify competition by allowing firms
to compete for each consumer. In this manner, differential pricing can lead to lower
prices for all consumers.75 As such, restrictions on the ability to tailor prices to consumer
demand actually would deprive consumers of the benefits of more robust competition.
Finally, any restrictions on differential pricing would be premature. As a recent
White House report noted, there is little evidence to suggest that firms are engaging in the
practice.76 Any regulatory response should wait until there is evidence to suggest that
differential pricing is actually harmful to consumers.
V.

Conclusion

We appreciate the opportunity to comment and would be happy to respond to any
questions the EC may have regarding this comment.
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